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Distribution of Electromechanical Delay in the Heart: Insights from
a Three-Dimensional Electromechanical Model
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ABSTRACT In the intact heart, the distribution of electromechanical delay (EMD), the time interval between local depolariza-
tion and myocyte shortening onset, depends on the loading conditions. The distribution of EMD throughout the heart remains,
however, unknown because current experimental techniques are unable to evaluate three-dimensional cardiac electromechan-
ical behavior. The goal of this study was to determine the three-dimensional EMD distributions in the intact ventricles for sinus
rhythm (SR) and epicardial pacing (EP) by using a new, to our knowledge, electromechanical model of the rabbit ventricles that
incorporates a biophysical representation of myofilament dynamics. Furthermore, we aimed to ascertain the mechanisms that
underlie the specific three-dimensional EMD distributions. The results revealed that under both conditions, the three-dimen-
sional EMD distribution is nonuniform. During SR, EMD is longer at the epicardium than at the endocardium, and is greater
near the base than at the apex. After EP, the three-dimensional EMD distribution is markedly different; it also changes with
the pacing rate. For both SR and EP, late-depolarized regions were characterized with significant myofiber prestretch caused
by the contraction of the early-depolarized regions. This prestretch delays myofiber-shortening onset, and results in a longer
EMD, giving rise to heterogeneous three-dimensional EMD distributions.
INTRODUCTION
The onset of local myofiber shortening (mechanical activa-
tion) in the intact ventricles follows the local electrical
depolarization by as much as tens of milliseconds. This
electromechanical delay (EMD) has two components:

1. The intrinsic latent period between membrane depolar-
ization and myofilament activation in the process of
myocyte excitation-contraction coupling.

2. Additional EMD component arising from the local myo-
fiber mechanical loading conditions in the intact heart.

The mechanical loading conditions, and therefore EMD,
depend on the pattern of electrical activation in the ventri-
cles. Experimental evidence has demonstrated that there is
a difference in EMD on the epicardium between apex and
base in sinus rhythm (SR), and that this difference is altered
by a change in the activation sequence (1,2). Recently, the
existence of transmural differences in EMD has also been
reported. Specifically, measurements of EMD during SR
along the transmural direction at a single location in the
LV free wall revealed that, at that location, EMD was longer
at the late-depolarized epicardial site than at the correspond-
ing endocardial site (3). After epicardial pacing (EP), the
transmural mechanical activation times at the same location
were different from those during SR, suggesting that the
transmural distribution of EMD may be altered in the paced
heart (4). These experimental findings indicate that the
EMD distribution could be nonuniform throughout the
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ventricles and dependent on the activation sequence. How-
ever, current experimental techniques such as radiopaque
bead markers and ultrasonic crystals as well as echocardiog-
raphy and even magnetic resonance imaging are limited in
their ability to evaluate the three-dimensional distribution
of mechanical activation times and its dependence on load-
ing conditions. Furthermore, recording of electrical activity
simultaneously with any of these techniques is limited either
to the epicardial surface or to a single transmural location.
Therefore, alternative approaches must be undertaken to
analyze the three-dimensional electromechanical activity
in the heart under different loading conditions. Realistic
computer simulations provide such an opportunity.

The goals of this study are to test, using a sophisticated
electromechanical simulation approach, the hypotheses that
EMD distribution is heterogeneous throughout the three-
dimensional volume of the ventricles and is radically dif-
ferent in SR and after EP. The electromechanical behavior
and mechanisms that give rise to the specific EMD distribu-
tions in the ventricles under these different loading condi-
tions are then ascertained.
METHODS

Electromechanical model

Fig. 1 A presents the overall scheme of the new, to our knowledge, three-

dimensional electromechanical model of the rabbit ventricles. Geometry

of the ventricles is based on the UCSD representation (5). The electrome-

chanical model is composed of two parts, an electrical component, and

a mechanical component, coupled via the intracellular calcium (Ca) tran-

sient. The intracellular Ca transient links biophysically detailed models

of local membrane kinetics and local cardiac myofilament dynamics

throughout the ventricles. The myofilament model describes the binding
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FIGURE 1 (A) Schematic diagram of the elec-

tromechanical model. (B) Traces of transmem-

brane potential (left) and active tension (right) in

the model.
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of Ca to Troponin C, and the development of active tension (Ta; see

Fig. 1 A). Deformation of the ventricles (contraction) arises from the active

tension generated by the cardiac cells. The resultant stretch ratio (i.e., the

ratio of fiber length before and after deformation) in the fiber direction,

l, and its time derivative, dl/dt, in turn, affect myofilament dynamics,

including length-dependent Ca myofilament sensitivity.

Mathematical description of cardiac tissue in the electrical component of

the model is based on the bidomain representation, which has been previ-

ously validated and used extensively by our group (6,7). Although explicit

representation of current flow in the extracellular space, as provided by the

bidomain approach, is not essential during propagation, it was chosen here

to adequately represent the load on the current in immediate proximity to

the endocardial surfaces, which are in contact with the low-resistance blood

in the cavity, thus ensuring accurate electrical activation times in the endo-

cardial layers (8). The mechanics component is based on continuummodels

of passive cardiac mechanics (9). The myocardium is assumed to be trans-

versely isotropic, hyperelastic, nearly-incompressible material, with pas-

sive mechanical properties defined by an exponential strain energy function

(10). The latter was modified by adjusting the material parameters to match

tension-strain curves from equibiaxial stretch experiments (11) and by

adjusting the scaling constant C to ensure that the end diastolic LV volume

was 3.8 mL (12). The model parameters are in Table S1 in the Supporting

Material. Realistic fiber orientations from the UCSD rabbit ventricular

geometry (5) were incorporated into both components of the model. Fiber

orientation determined the anisotropic electrical conductivity, the aniso-
Biophysical Journal 99(3) 745–754
tropic passive mechanical properties, and the direction in which uniaxial

active stress acts.

The Shannon-Bers ionic model (13) was employed to represent the

membrane kinetics in the rabbit ventricles. The biophysical model by

Rice et al. (14) was used to represent cardiac myofilament dynamics

because this model recapitulates the strong dependence of both active

tension amplitude and duration on sarcomere length. Temporal traces of

transmembrane potential and active tension, as calculated from the ionic

and myofilament models, are shown in Fig. 1 B. Consistent with the goal

of the study, homogeneous electrophysiological and mechanical properties

were assumed throughout the ventricles (i.e., the intrinsic cell E-C coupling

latency was kept constant), allowing for a comprehensive examination of

the role of the loading conditions in creating heterogeneity in EMD

distribution.

Similar to previous studies (15), we did not implement strong coupling

between electrical and mechanical components to reduce the computational

load. The tension generated by the myofilament model was scaled by setting

the linear spring constant kxb to 60mN/mm2 to ensure that themaximumLV

pressure during isovolumic contraction was 22.6 kPa (16). Finally, the

electromechanical model of the ventricles was coupled to a closed-system

representation of the circulatory system. We used the implementation of

Kerckhoffs et al. (17), which we adjusted for the rabbit ventricles according

to experimental data (18). The parameters are in Table S2.

The electrical component of the model was numerically solved on a mesh

of tetrahedral finite elements using a Crank-Nicolson integration scheme, as
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described previously (19). The solver for the mechanical problem employed

numerical integration on 192 hexahedral finite elements with 7832 degrees

of freedom, using the methodology described elsewhere (15).
Simulation protocol and data analysis

Electrical activation sequences

Two activation sequences were simulated in the model, SR and EP. To

represent the activation sequence in the rabbit ventricles during SR as

observed experimentally (21), the model ventricles were activated at several

locations along the endocardial surface of the inferior two-thirds of the

LV and RV free walls as if activation originated from the Purkinje network

(22). Endocardial locations at the midbase (62% of the distance between

apex and base in the long axis direction) were stimulated with a delay of

10 ms after those at the apex. The timings at which the endocardium was

stimulated as well as the conductivity values were adjusted (Table S3) until

electrical activation matched experimental data (21).

To determine how EMD distribution is altered with changes in the elec-

trical activation sequence, and thus, in loading conditions, EP simulation

was performed; the pacing site was located at the midbase of the LVantero-

lateral wall, as done experimentally (4). Simulations of EP and SR were

conducted at a basic cycle length (BCL) of 350 ms. To ascertain how the

three-dimensional EMD distribution changes with pacing rate, EP was

also performed at BCL of 250 ms. The parameters of the myofilament

model were thus adjusted accordingly (Table S4). For each simulation,

steady state was achieved after 20 beats.

Data analysis

Strain in the fiber direction (Eff) was analyzed throughout the ventricles.

The end-diastolic state of the ventricles was the reference state for strain

calculations. The local electrical activation time was defined as the instant

at which transmembrane voltage exceeded 0 mV. The local onset of myo-

fiber shortening (local mechanical activation time) was defined as the

time when local myofiber shortening reached 10% of its maximum (23).

EMD was calculated as the time interval between local electrical activation

time and local onset of myofiber shortening.
FIGURE 2 Electrical activation (A), mechanical activation (B), and EMD

(C) maps for SR and EP at different short-axis cross-sections of the ventri-

cles. The asterisk marks the pacing location. (Dashed line) Transmural

direction from the pacing site. (Bottom of images) Anterior wall.
RESULTS

Three-dimensional distributions of EMD

Fig. 2 presents maps of electrical activation times (panel A)
and myofiber shortening onset times (panel B) during SR
and EP in short axis views of the ventricles in direction
base to apex. In SR, the general direction of both electrical
and mechanical activation was from endocardium to epicar-
dium, and from apex to base. After EP at the location indi-
cated by asterisk, the depolarization wave propagated from
the anterior LV wall toward the posterior; mechanical acti-
vation also followed this pattern.

Transmural maps of EMD in the same short-axis views
are shown in Fig. 2 C. In SR, there were transmural differ-
ences in EMD throughout the LV free wall. At the midbase,
along the dashed line across the LVanterior wall, EMD was
35 and 43 ms at the endo- and epicardium, respectively.
The transmural differences in EMD attenuated near the
apex. For EP, EMD distribution was markedly different
from that in SR. EMD was significantly larger at the late-
depolarized posterior wall than at the early-depolarized LV
anterior wall. The transmural differences in EMD at the LV
anterior wall were smaller; along the dashed line, EMD was
shorter at the endo- than at the epicardium, 31 vs. 33 ms.
EMD distribution near the apex exhibited a pattern similar
to that at the base.

Fig. 3 presents endo- and epicardial distributions of elec-
trical activation time (Fig. 3 A), mechanical activation time
Biophysical Journal 99(3) 745–754



FIGURE 3 Electrical activation times (A),

mechanical activation times (B), and EMD (C)

during SR and EP. Each panel presents LV lateral

view of epicardium (left) and endocardium (right).

(Lines) Fiber direction.
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(Fig. 3 B), and EMD (Fig. 3 C) on the epi- and endocardium
of the LV free wall for SR and EP. Fiber direction on the
epicardium is illustrated by the orientation of the short lines
in each map. In SR, the endocardium was activated electri-
cally much faster than the epicardium. EMD increased from
apex to base on the epicardial surfaces. The apex-to-base
dispersion of EMD was smaller on the endocardium than
on the epicardium. Thus, for SR, the differences in EMD
between epicardium and endocardium were smaller around
the apex and larger at the midbase (Fig. 3 C, left), consistent
with results shown in Fig. 2 (left). After EP, the pattern of
EMD distribution was different from that in SR. EMD at
the midbase was shorter than that at the apex and the poste-
rior wall (Fig. 3 C, right). The transmural differences in
EMD near the apex and those at the midbase were not
different. The EMD distribution after EP remained different
from that in SR for other pacing locations as well, which we
confirmed by conducting simulations with alternate pacing
site. A sample of the data is presented in Fig. S2, where
the ventricles were paced from the posterior wall.

In the following sections, we examine the electromechan-
ical behavior under these two different loading conditions
Biophysical Journal 99(3) 745–754
that gives rise to the specific three-dimensional EMD
distributions.
Electromechanical behavior giving rise to EMD
distributions in the transmural direction

To understand the transmural differences in EMD under the
two different loading conditions, we first analyzed ventric-
ular deformation in the transmural direction. Transmural
maps of Eff at the midbase during the different phases of
the cardiac cycle for SR and EP are shown in Fig. 4. In
SR, during the isovolumic contraction phase, as the endo-
cardial regions in the LV wall begin to contract (manifested
as the green color in the middle image, top row, see green
arrow), the epicardial fibers are stretched, as evidenced by
the positive Eff (red regions, see red arrow). EP results in
early myocyte shortening at the pacing site (green regions
in middle image, bottom row, see green arrow), whereas
myocytes in the posterior wall undergo significant stretching
(red region, see red arrow) during the isovolumic phase of
contraction. These transmural distribution maps of Eff reveal
that the regions that are characterized with longer EMDs in



FIGURE 4 Transmural maps of strain in the fiber direction during the

systolic phase of the cardiac cycle for SR and EP. This transmural view

corresponds to the second short-axis view in Fig. 2. (Arrows) Early short-

ening and prestretching of myocardium during the isovolumic phase.

(Asterisk) Pacing site. (Dashed lines) Transmural locations along which

fiber strain was analyzed.

FIGURE 5 Temporal traces of fiber strain along the dashed lines in Fig. 4

(anterior and posterior walls) at different wall depths (expressed as % of

wall thickness) during SR and after EP. Epicardium and endocardium corre-

spond to 0% and 100% wall depth, respectively. IVC, isovolumic phase; EJ,

ejection phase.
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Fig. 3 are prestretched during the isovolumic phase. Note
that in SR, during the ejection phase, the epicardial cells,
whose prestretch gave rise to an extended EMD, begin to
shorten along with the rest of the myocardium; at end-
systole, Eff is mostly homogeneous throughout the ventric-
ular wall. In contrast, after EP, at end-systole Eff is elevated
near the pacing site, revealing decreased synchrony in
contraction. This behavior is consistent with experimental
results (4).

This phenomenon is further confirmed by the transmural
Eff (Fig. 5) in the anterior and posterior LV wall at locations
along the dashed lines marked in Fig. 4. For SR, prestretch-
ing of the epicardial layers, both in the anterior and posterior
wall segment, is evident during the isovolumic phase of con-
traction, as manifested by the positive Eff (Fig. 5, above-zero
segments of blue and yellow traces). For all locations across
the ventricular wall, maximum shortening took place near
end-systole. Note that at the anterior wall, contraction in
SR was associated with reduced shortening velocity of the
endocardial myofibers, consistent with experimental data
(3). After EP, early shortening occurred for all transmural
locations in the anterior wall (where the pacing site is
located), whereas the entire posterior wall was prestretched
(Fig. 5, right panels). Fiber shortening velocity at the ante-
rior wall after EP was greater than that during SR; this result
agrees with experimental data (4). Early occurrence of
shortening at the anterior wall and simultaneous prestretch-
ing of the tissue at the posterior wall represents the contrac-
tion of the early-depolarized region around the pacing site
against the later-depolarized mechanically passive tissue
(the latter evidenced by the flat portion in Eff trace).
Electromechanical behavior giving rise to the
EMD distribution on the epi- and endocardium

Fig. 6 presents traces of Eff at points along the epicardial
fiber direction (line connecting colored dots in panel A)
between apex and midbase on the epicardium for SR and
EP (data for the endocardium not shown). The color of
each trace corresponds to the color of the dot at the location
where Eff was measured. The black dot coincides with the
site of EP.

In SR, myocytes in the apical region shortened early
during the isovolumic phase (Fig. 6 B, blue trace), which re-
sulted in prestretching of the fibers at midbase (black trace).
Epicardial prestretch at the midbase delayed mechanical
activation there, and thus, increased EMD.

The three-dimensional EMD distribution in SR on endo-
and epicardium, presented in Fig. 3 (left), is determined by
the different patterns of electrical propagation on these sur-
faces. The delay between electrical activation times at the
two outermost locations (black and blue points in Fig. 6 A)
was 11 ms on the epicardium, whereas on the endocardium
the delay between the corresponding endocardial points
was 2 ms. Thus, at midbase the epicardium remained me-
chanically passive for a longer period, during which it was
stretched by the shortening of the apical fibers (Fig. 6 B).
In contrast, the contraction of the endocardial myofibers
at the apex did not alter the deformation of those at
midbase because these regions were already active. These
results demonstrate that the increase in the difference in
EMD between endo- and epicardium in direction from
Biophysical Journal 99(3) 745–754



FIGURE 6 Temporal traces of epicardial fiber strain at four locations

along the fiber direction. (A) Locations range from the site marked by an

asterisk in Figs. 3–5 (black dot) to the apex (blue dot). Traces of strain

for SR (B) and EP (C). The color of each trace denotes the location in panel

A. Abbreviations as in Fig. 5.

FIGURE 7 Transmural EMD maps (A) after EP at BCL ¼ 350 ms (left)

and BCL ¼ 250 ms (right). The transmural map for BCL ¼ 350 ms is the

same as the second slice in Fig. 2 C (left), and is included here for compar-

ison. Regressional analysis of mechanical versus electrical activation times

(B) at the midwall (top) and at the epicardium (bottom) of LV free wall.

(Squares and crosses) Data points for BCL ¼ 350 ms and BCL ¼ 250 ms,

respectively. (Solid and dashed lines) Regression lines for BCL ¼ 350 ms

and BCL ¼ 250 ms, respectively.
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apex to base (as in Fig. 3, left, and also evident in Fig. 2,
left) is due to the different electrical activation delays on
the endo- and epicardium between apex and midbase
during SR.

EP provides a different electrical activation sequence and
thus, different loading conditions, resulting in EMD that
increases from the midbase toward the apex on the epicar-
dium along the fiber direction. This EMD distribution arises
from early shortening at midbase and consequent prestretch-
ing of the late-depolarized apical region (Fig. 6 C, black and
blue traces). Note that unlike SR, where maximummyofiber
shortening occurred at end-systole, disparity in end-systolic
Eff is observed here (Fig. 6 C), again underscoring the less
synchronous contraction after EP.
Rate-dependent changes in EMD after EP

Fig. 7 A presents transmural EMD maps after EP at BCL
of 350 ms (left) and 250 ms (right), demonstrating that
EMD distribution changes with pacing rate. When BCL
is decreased, EMD is reduced at the late-depolarized poste-
rior wall, but remains mostly unchanged at the early-depo-
larized LV anterior wall. Altering the pacing rate also
affects the relationship between EMD and electrical activa-
tion. This finding is quantified by the regression analysis
between mechanical and electrical activation times at the
Biophysical Journal 99(3) 745–754
LV midwall (Fig. 7 B, top): the slope of the regression
line for BCL ¼ 250 ms is less than that for BCL ¼ 350 ms,
demonstrating that EMD increases with electrical activa-
tion to a greater extent in the latter case. Thus, EMD is
longer at the late-depolarized regions at slower pacing
rates.

Mechanical and electrical activation times at different
sites on the epicardium were also plotted (Fig. 7 B, bottom)
for the two BCLs because studies that analyze electrome-
chanical activation in the paced heart often conduct epicar-
dial measurements (1,2). These plots demonstrate that the
correlation between mechanical and electrical activation
times on the epicardium is somewhat weaker than that for
the midwall.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Main findings

This study aimed to elucidate the three-dimensional distri-
bution of EMD in the ventricles, and in particular, the com-
ponent of EMD that is established by the specific loading
conditions in the ventricles. EMD distributions resulting
from two different activation sequences were examined,
SR and EP, testing the hypothesis that the three-dimensional
EMD distribution in the ventricles during SR and after EP is
nonuniform and differs for the two different loading condi-
tions. In addition, the electromechanical interactions in the
ventricles responsible for the resulting three-dimensional
EMD distributions were examined. Because no current
experimental techniques are available to test the hypotheses,
the goals of the study were achieved using, what we believe
is, a novel three-dimensional electromechanical model of
the rabbit ventricles that incorporated a biophysically
detailed model of myofilament dynamics into an anatomi-
cally accurate model of the ventricles. Consistent with the
goals of the study, the component of EMD that is due to
heterogeneities in Ca handling in the ventricles was not
included here, allowing for a comprehensive examination
of the role of the loading conditions in creating heteroge-
neity in the distribution of EMD.

The main findings of this study are:

The three-dimensional distributions of EMD are hetero-
geneous for both SR and EP.

The EMD distribution depends on the activation
sequence (loading conditions). During SR, the EMD
distribution is longer at the epicardium compared to
that at the endocardium, and is longer near the base
than at the apex. After EP, the three-dimensional
EMD distribution is markedly different as compared
to that in SR. It is also dependent on the pacing rate.

For both SR and EP, late-depolarized regions are charac-
terized with significant myofiber prestretch caused by
the contraction of the early-depolarized regions. This
prestretch delays the onset of myofiber shortening,
and thus results in a longer EMD, giving rise to
heterogeneities in the three-dimensional EMD distri-
bution. An increase in the pacing rate for EP results
in a shorter EMD at the late-depolarized regions.
Three-dimensional EMD distribution during SR

The experimental study of Prinzen et al. (1) has shown that
in SR there are differences in EMD between apex and base
on the LV anterior epicardium. We extended these findings
to demonstrate here that there are differences in EMD
between apex and base over most of the LV volume. Exper-
imental data from Sengupta et al. (23) have suggested that
EMD might be different at the apex and the base on the
endocardium as well. In our study, no significant heteroge-
neities in EMD were found over the endocardial surface;
this discrepancy may be due to the fact that, in the study
by Sengupta et al., strain was calculated in the longitudinal
and circumferential directions in the ventricles, which do
not necessarily coincide with the local directions along the
cardiac fibers. Thus, onset of myofiber shortening as esti-
mated by Sengupta’s group is different from the way it is
calculated in our study. Finally, Ashikaga et al. (3) have
demonstrated that EMD is larger on the epicardium than
on the endocardium at a single location across the LV ante-
rior wall. Our simulation results agree with this result; we
further demonstrate that transmural differences in EMD
exist throughout the LV free wall, and that these differences
are greater at the base than at the apex during SR.
Three-dimensional EMD distribution after EP

The study by Prinzen et al. (1) has also shown that the differ-
ences in EMD between the apex and base on the epicardium
are altered after EP as compared to SR. In this study, we
extended this finding and demonstrated that the distribution
of EMD throughout the entire ventricular volume is mark-
edly different for EP as compared to SR. This finding is
valid regardless of pacing location. Experimental recordings
in the transmural direction at the pacing site by Ashikaga
et al. (4) demonstrated that transmural mechanical activa-
tion times at the anterior LV wall were reduced after EP
as compared to during SR. In this study, we found that
both transmural mechanical activation times and transmural
differences in EMD were smaller for EP than for SR
throughout the LV wall.

Our simulation results also demonstrate that the three-
dimensional EMD distribution after EP is dependent on
pacing rate. An increase in pacing rate results in shorter
EMD at the late-depolarized regions.
Mechanisms underlying the three-dimensional
EMD distribution

Our simulations revealed that prestretch and longer EMD
arises from mechanical interactions between myocytes con-
nected in series. During SR, the contraction of the apical
myocytes exerts a tension along the fiber direction that
stretches the myocytes near the base (Fig. 6 B). Similarly,
after EP, the shortening of the basal myofibers at the anterior
wall results in prestretch of myocytes located at the basal
posterior because of the mechanical interaction of myofibers
connected circumferentially (Figs. 4 and 5, right panels).
Prestretch arises either because the early-depolarized
regions passively stretch those depolarized later, or in the
later phases of isovolumic contraction, because the active
tension developed by the late-depolarized regions is insuffi-
cient to result in shortening; the large volume of the already-
depolarized contracting myocardium impedes the process
(Figs. 5 and 6).
Biophysical Journal 99(3) 745–754



FIGURE 8 Strain in the fiber (left) and cross-fiber direction (right) at the

endocardium (A) and epicardium (B) during SR. Colors correspond to the

location where strain was measured; the latter are shown in the transmural

view of the ventricles above the graphs. Abbreviations as in Fig. 5.
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The results obtained here clearly demonstrate that
mechanical interactions in the myofiber between early
and late depolarized regions cause nonuniformity in EMD
distribution. However, because myocytes do not interact
mechanically only in the myofiber direction, fiber orienta-
tion plays an important role in the global EMD distribution.
Indeed, contraction of the apex affects the deformation,
and thus EMD, of the late-depolarized regions where the
myofibers are oriented in the longitudinal direction to
a greater degree than in regions where the myofibers
are oriented predominantly in the circumferential direction
(largest stretch occurs when force is applied in the longitu-
dinal direction of the myocyte). This is evident from the
leftmost image of Fig. 3 C (fiber direction is depicted by
the thin lines). Regions in the SR epicardial EMD distribu-
tion characterized with delays above 45 ms (45 ms isoline
marked with dashed line), and thus significant prestretch,
are formed further from the early contracting apex on
the anterior epicardium, where the fibers are oriented at
~40� (left arrow), than at the posterior epicardium, where
fibers are oriented in the longitudinal direction (right
arrow). Similar observations can be made from the results
regarding EP. Although EMD increases in the direction
from midbase to apex along the fiber orientation (Fig. 3 C,
right panels) due to prestretch by myofibers oriented in
series (Fig. 6 C), the posterior epicardial apical regions
are characterized with a minimum EMD (Fig. 3 C, right
panels) and are not affected by the contraction of the
early-activated midbase—the reason is that mechanical
interactions there occur between myofibers connected in
parallel.

In addition to the interaction between myofibers con-
nected in series, there are other types of mechanical
coupling by which prestretch can arise and EMD could be
prolonged, such as interactions between myocardial layers.
Fig. 8 presents temporal traces of fiber (left) and cross-fiber
strain (right) at different locations along the LV free wall on
the endocardium (panel A) and epicardium (panel B) during
SR. The color of each trace denotes the location at which
strain was measured. During the isovolumic phase of con-
traction, the early-depolarized endocardium is stretched in
the cross-fiber direction (Fig. 8 A, right), whereas the late-
depolarized epicardium is lengthened in the fiber direction
(Fig. 8 B, left). These simulation results suggest that, owing
to the physical coupling of myofibers in the transmural
direction, the cross-fiber stretch at the endocardium could
impede fiber shortening at the epicardium, and thus extend
EMD there, as proposed by Ashikaga et al. (3). Addition-
ally, prestretch and EMD prolongation could stem from
the increasing intracavitary LV pressure during contraction.
As suggested by Prinzen et al. (1), the LV pressure arising
from the contraction of the early-depolarized regions may
be sufficiently high that it stretches the late-depolarized
myofibers, thus further delaying the onset of myofiber short-
ening and prolonging EMD.
Biophysical Journal 99(3) 745–754
Lastly, extended EMD depends on the intrinsic myofila-
ment properties. By employing a biophysically detailed
model of myofilament dynamics (14), our electromechan-
ical model implicitly incorporates the mechanisms that
underlie the force-length relationship of cardiac contraction,
which affect the amplitude and durations of the developed
force. Prestretched areas are lengthened and then develop
a greater tension that could prevent additional stretching,
thus limiting further increases in EMD.
The new model of ventricular electromechanics

In this study, we present a model of electromechanics that
features a biophysical model of myofilament dynamics and
bidomain representation of the myocardium. This multi-
scale, integrative model is a significant improvement over
previous attempts to model the electromechanical activity
of the whole heart. Limitations in previous modeling efforts
include phenomenological representations of membrane
kinetics and myofilament dynamics (24,25) and simplified
representations of ventricular geometry (26). The model
used here overcomes these limitations by including biophys-
ical representations of both membrane kinetics and, in par-
ticular, myofilament dynamics and incorporating realistic
ventricular geometry and fiber orientation. The myofilament
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dynamics model allowed us to obtain simulation results
regarding EMD that are consistent with experimental find-
ings (1–3), in contrast to previous studies (25), where the
obtained delays have not been observed in experiment.

The model was validated by comparing three-dimen-
sional strain rates with experimental data from ultrasound
imaging, and excellent agreement between simulation and
experiment, in regard to the propagation patterns of electro-
mechanical waves, was obtained (22,27; J. Provost, unpub-
lished). Simulation and experimental electromechanical
waves were compared for different pacing sites. Despite
the fact that the experiment was conducted in an in vivo
heart, whereas our model was of a different, ex vivo heart,
very good qualitative, and where possible, quantitative
agreement with the ultrasound imaging data was demon-
strated (such as zero-crossing of temporal profiles of incre-
mental axial strain in the lateral and septal walls along the
center line of the ultrasound probe, which define the transi-
tion from the thinning phase, i.e., the negative interframe
strains, to the thickening phase, i.e., the positive interframe
strains).

In addition, our simulation results agree qualitatively with
experimental measurements of transmural myofiber strain.
Specifically, we observed greater end-systolic shortening
at the midwall compared to the endocardial and epicardial
layers and reduction of epicardial shortening velocity near
the end of the isovolumic contraction phase during SR (3).
Consistent with experimental recordings (29), shortening in
the cross-fiber direction during ejection phase was substan-
tial on the endocardium, whereas it was minimal on the
epicardium (Fig. 8, right). In our model, after EP, shortening
velocity at the LV anterior wall was less than that for
SR, similar to experimental data (4). However, contrary to
experimental results, there was no overall decrease in the
magnitude of myofiber shortening at the pacing site in our
simulations, which could be due to the fact the end-diastolic
pressures after EP and during SR were equal in our model
and were different in the experiment (4).
Study implications

This study reveals that the loading conditions of the ventri-
cles play a very important role in the relationship between
electrical and mechanical activation. Understanding the
latter relationship is of paramount importance to therapies
that employ pacing of the heart, and particularly pacing
strategies to resynchronize mechanical contraction, such
as cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT). Acute CRT
therapy affects only the component of EMD that is due to
the loading conditions, but has no influence the cell-intrinsic
E-C coupling latency. This is because the time interval
between electrical activation and the instance at which
active tension develops is not a function of sarcomere
length, i.e., of prestretch (30). Thus, only by understanding
the heterogeneity in the distribution of the component of
EMD that is due to the loading conditions, as done in this
article for the normal heart, could one potentially suggest
avenues for CRT optimization. This is where the clinical
relevance of our study lies.

In the diseased and/or dyssynchronous heart, large EMD
durations have been observed; the understanding of their
origin can help devise strategies to minimize EMD and
thus optimize CRT therapy. Indeed, ~30% of patients fail
to respond to CRT, eroding the trust in the technology and
making it difficult to justify the expense of its broader appli-
cation (31). Further advancements in CRT efficacy and in
the criteria for selection of potential responders to the
therapy will require insight into the interaction between
electrical and mechanical activity in the heart offered by
the results of basic science studies such as this one.
Limitations

The Purkinje network was not explicitly represented in the
model. Simulations representing activation in SR, however,
mimic the role of the Purkinje system; thus, the results of
our study in SR are not affected by this limitation. The Pur-
kinje system could potentially alter the three-dimensional
EMD distribution after EP; however, combined MRI
tagging and EP studies have demonstrated that the Purkinje
network is not engaged during ventricular pacing (32).
An additional limitation of the model is that it lacks repre-
sentation of papillary muscles. Inclusion of such structures
could result in changes in regional longitudinal shortening,
which could alter EMD distribution in these regions. How-
ever, it is not expected to alter the electromechanical
mechanisms that underlie the three-dimensional EMD
distribution as determined in this study. Further research is
needed to ascertain the effect of papillary muscles on
EMD distribution.
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